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From the Editor 

It's always nice to get 
submissions from the 
membership.  We 
always need articles 
and recipes and love to 
hear your brags!   The 
more we put into our 
Quarterly magazine the 
better it will be.   

If you have any 
submissions for the 
Spring 2020 edition 
please feel free to email 
them to me.   

Angela Slauenwhite 

CNASA Quarterly 
Editor 
Thank you to everyone who 
submitted photos to be used in 
the Quarterly.

mailto:angelaandcollin@hotmail.com
mailto:info@cnasa.ca
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From Our President 

Message from our CNASA President, Collin Veinot

Welcome to our Winter addition of the CNASA Quarterly for 2019 and our last 
one for the year.

As winter is here in Nova Scotia and with the change in weather we have started to 
look for other activities to keep our dogs busy, stimulated and exercised. Whether 
training indoors at the local community center or trying Skijoring for the first 
time, there are plenty of activities to keep everyone entertained.

It has been an exciting year for many with lots of accomplishments in and outside 
the ring, both conformation and performance. Congratulations to everyone on 
their successes. CNASA has hosted several events this year, an All-Breed Agility 
Trial (4) in Martintown, Ont., Regional Specialty Conformation Show in Quebec, 
Que, Regional Specialty Conformation Show in East St. Paul, MB. and a Regional 
Specialty Mississauga, Ontario. There have been breed booths, fundraisers, and 
other events our membranes and volunteers can be proud of planning and 
supporting through out the year.

As we review the year we see many trends that affect us and our dogs, some good, 
some not so good. Here are a few:

· Technology Trends – Live streaming and videos, Mobile-friendly, online booking 
portals, and smart-phones continue to be dominant devices. Software continues to 
help show secretaries and event hosting. Dog Training, dog daycare and boarding 
facilities have seen a steady growth over the years. Dog training businesses are 
growing and requiring software to manage their businesses.

· Dog Food Trends - Dog owners have gotten more conscious about their dog’s 
health over the past years. Dog food trends tend to mirror human food trends. 
Words like grain-free, antioxidant-rich, vegan, vegetarian, organic and fresh seem 
to be at the forefront.  We know dog owners are switching their dog's diets to 
mirror their own. Condition Specific/Prescription Dog Food, Weight control, joint 
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problems, sensitive stomachs, even allergies. If your dog has a health condition, 
chances are a pet food company has developed a food that’s meant to “help.” Look 
over the ingredients in these prescription foods. What you will find is that, aside 
from costing a lot more, there really isn’t much of a difference. Raw dog food isn’t a 
new trend but I am so happy that more people are coming to understand how 
much healthier it is for their dogs. To be healthy, dogs need a diet that contains 
quality protein, fats and vegetables and fruits. They don’t need artificial 
preservatives or colors. Grain Free Diets on the surface, seems like a good idea. 
Eliminating grains from your dogs diet as they cause allergies … or do they? Pet 
food companies have jumped on this. They’re making a lot of money by selling 
grain-free foods. But here’s the kicker: it’s not just grains that cause yeast and 
allergy symptoms … it’s all kinds of starches.

· Alternative Health Therapies - Alternative therapies like acupuncture and 
essential oils have become more popular with people, it shouldn’t come as a 
surprise that they’re also increasingly prevalent for our dogs. CBD and hemp-based 
products have also used on pets.

Essential oils, acupuncture, CBD and hemp products, canine massage, 
hydrotherapy, magnetic field therapy, chinese herbal medicine are just to name a 
few alternative health therapies. Alternative therapies are being used for a variety 
of reasons, including to address specific medical or behavioral issues, for preventive 
care or as part of an overall health care plan .

· Breed popularity and trends. We have all seen the trends! We have seen the 
Australian shepherd make CKC’s top 10 most popular list. The Australian 
Shepherd's appeal could lie in the public’s fascination with their colors as they have 
become more popular. 

We have seen many trends in the breed over the years. The term "medium" or 
"moderate" is in our standard but we are seeing tons of bone and coat. Current 
trends toward temperament is that they are very outgoing and have showy 
attitudes not...reserved with strangers as in the breed standard. Losing the instinct 
to do the job for which they were bred is a common concern too. These natural 
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instincts will be difficult to recover. Movement should be balanced, free, and 
smooth with good forward reach in front and the equivalent drive behind. They 
should not exhibit extreme extension nor hackney fronts, or restricted motion. 
Why are we seeing these rears with fancy kick back and fronts that are hackney? 
We need to educate and present balance.

Trends come and go, we need to keep the good ones and bypass the bad ones.  

Again, as always contact the BOD or your Zone representatives if you have any 
inquiries about the club, events, awards, etc. Our club is not only the BOD but 
everyone that is a member and is dedicated to our breed. Our club will grow and be 
prosperous with its members and volunteers.

We have many committees that contribute to the success of our club. These are 
our current updated committees: 

Public Information and educational committee, Angela Slauenwhite. 

Constitution/Bylaws/Ethics Committee, Diane Parenteau and Lee Anne Kelly. 

Hall of Fame and Top Dog Committee, Theresa Cassleman, Lydine denzin. 

Health and Genetics, Karen Doughty & Lisa Wensley. 

Membership Committee, Shawn Weibe, Lee Anne Kelly and Zone Directors. 

National Committee, Hosting Zone. 

Quarterly, Angela Slauenwhite. 

Rescue Committee, Karen Doughty. 

Website Development, Lee Anne Kelly, Angela Slauenwhite. 

Please feel free to contact us and volunteer.
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As always, CNASA is dedicated to maintaining our breed standard, preserving the 
Australian Shepherd characteristics and promoting the Australian Shepherd.

Collin Veinot

CNASA President
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Zone 3 Report 

Hello from snowy Manitoba!

We are heading into the frozen abyss in good shape. Everyone has their power 
back on and running water after our nasty, early fall storm! I think Keri Hudson 
Reykdal went almost 2 weeks without power or running water!

Our bountiful spring puppy litters have resulted in some nice class entries at our 
fall shows.

Jill Mulligan finished her young boy, CH Pineriver Samilyn Flash Point.

I finished CH Kinring’s I’ll Name The Dogs.

Shannon Cole added a CGN and a RN to CH Kinring’s Act Of Valour’s titles.

Keri’s GCH Kinring’s Rigel PCD RA picked up his CGN and 2 legs towards his 
CD (Keri needs to follow the judge’s pattern and not make up her own!!)

GCH Kinring’s Antares CD RE added 2 more Best In Show Altered to her 
collection. Congrats Keri!

Sally Spiss finished CH Kinring’s Irish Cream

New Aussie owner, Kaitlin James put an RN on Sheep’s Kin Catch Me If U Can

Lydine Denzin and I were asked to present a Judge’s Education Seminar on the 
Australian Shepherd following the Herding and Working Specialty at the Wheat 
City Kennel Club dog show.
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There were 15 judges and aspiring judges in attendance. Each attendee received a 
very nice package which included the CKC standard, the ASCA standard, the 
ASCA standard annotations, the ASCA working description, the AKC standard, 
and excerpts from Shelly Hollen’s beautiful illustrated Australian Shepherd 
standard.

We focused on the “whys” behind the standard, and how the standard creates the 
ideal structure for a working dog.

Thank you to all the exhibitors that brought dogs for the judges to go over!

We were asked if we would do another presentation at a weekend judging seminar 
in 2020.
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I would like to see CNASA develop a Judge’s Education Seminar and set aside 
funds to support Judge’s Education. I can’t think of many more important missions 
for a parent club than Judge’s Education! There is some cost to printing and 
binding a professional looking package for seminar attendees, but again, isn’t 
Judge’s Education important enough to spend a little money on?

I have personally paid for the materials that have been used at the 4 seminars that 
I have done. It is time for CNASA to make this a priorit

Shannon Cole    

tscole@mymts.net             

Shawna Wiebe 

kinring@mymts.net 

             

Director Zone 3 

MB/SK/NW 
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Zone 4 Report 

Hello to all the CNASA members in Zone 4!!

It’s hard to believe we are in the last few weeks of 2019. I have no idea where this 
year went! Winter is just around the corner and I know I’m not looking forward to 
the cold days and nights. Here in Alliston, we had our first covering of snow on 
Halloween night. Hopefully this doesn’t mean we are going to have a harsh winter. 
I might just have to hibernate!!

It’s been nice to see some newer people come out and try their hand at dog shows 
too. The shows I have been to have seen Aussies doing very well in the ring – often 
getting Group placements in a line up of some very nice Herding dogs. There are 
shows coming up this Winter and I hope to see nice size Aussie entries. Come out 
and play!!

Please keep your latest accomplishments in mind for our newsletter. We LOVE 
reading about member brags and seeing members and their dogs succeed in all 
aspects of dog ownership.

We had our Ontario Regional CNASA Specialty and Booster the weekend of 
November 22-24 at the International Centre in Mississauga. Our Specialty Judge 
was Breeder/Judge Tim Thomas from Australia. It was a very nice entry of 23 dogs. 
Results and pictures to follow.

As always, you can contact me at any time with questions and concerns. We hope 
to see you at a dog event in the near future!!
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Before signing off – here’s a thought….have you recently sold a puppy or adult? Did 
you ask the buyers what their plans are for the dog? Whether the dog will be a 
constant companion or they want to try their hand in a dog sport – they would 
benefit from becoming a CNASA member!! I know I will be including a 
membership form in documents I give buyers.

I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a very Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year. I can’t wait to see what 2020 brings us!!

Don’t forget to renew your membership.

 

Karen Doughty  

Lisa Wensley 

Zone 4 Director 

Ontario & Nunavut 

kdoughty80@icloud.com 
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Zone 5 Report 

Greetings to all CNASA members in Zone 5!

It is already the end of 2019. We’ve had a beautiful season filled with exciting 
accomplishments with our beloved aussies. Winter is just starting and some are 
looking forward play time in the snow and others are preparing their performance 
season already.

As you know, our next National will be held next August in Quebec with the 
Societe Canine de Quebec. In order to offer a great event, we all need your help to 
contribute in the fund raising. We want the CNASA 20th anniversary to be 
spectacular. However, we all need everyone to participate and help us in the 
process.

I would also like to take this opportunity to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year. Let’s rock 2020 together! Do not forget to renew your 
membership and inform your puppy buyers J

Julie Plourde  

julie.plourde13@gmail.com 

Zone 5 Director 

Quebec 
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Zone 6 Report 

Another year is almost over.  I hope that you all accomplished all of your goals for 
2019.  Congratulations to everyone with new titles in conformation and 
performance events.  There's really not much our aussies can't do, so it's nice to see 
all of the events that they become involved in.  

I'd like to wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and all the best in 2020.  See you 
in the new year!

Angela Slauenwhite

Zone 6 Director 

Atlantic Provinces 

angelaandcollin@hotmail.com 
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Member Brags 

From Gina Stetsko:

First off, Congratulations! to all of you competing in Bakersfield at Aussie 
Nationals.

Since August, scent detection & disc trials have taken over Tex's weekends, a 
couple were road trips to Saskatchewan. We've attempted Elite in SDDA and had 
fun Qing in 3 of their Games. For a bit of a twist, my husband handled Tex, as my 
2nd dog, in Open at a CKC scent trial that I had Bizi entered in. Tex qualified, and, 
had fun taking part in the K9 Frisbee Toss n Fetch League WorldWide 
Championship and UpDog's Triple Crown WorldWide Challenge. Thank goodness 
Alberta weather cooperated on that mid October weekend. Bizi continues to enjoy 
Tracking which included a Jeff Shaver seminar. Both boys are looking forward to 
some dock diving this winter in Canada's only indoor, heated NADD facility. We'll 
finally try to get in some Air Retrieve practice as prep for dock events in 2020. Tex 
had 6 candles to blow out on his birthday cake. Glimpses of maturity at a recent 
Obedience fun match took me by surprise, especially all the focus he was offering 
after a 7 month break. Without a free weekend to enter local Agility trials, I knew 
Tex would appreciate working on some skills in a weekly class again. There are not 
enough weekends on our calendar to book every sport the boys love. Bizi will 
celebrate his 10th birthday in December, so, we'll reevaluate our 'priorities' for 
2020. First, we'll have a blast finishing off our 2019 trial season with disc, scent 
detection and dock diving. Best Wishes to everyone across the country with your 
aussome partners.

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!

Gina & her boys
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GENETIC COLOUR TESTS A-A LOCUS (A-A-LOCUS) submitted by 
Lisa Wensley 

The A Locus (agouti series) interacts closely with the E, K, and B Loci that can 
lead to a dog’s overall coat color and pattern. A Locus mutations are only expressed 
if the dog is “Clear” or “Carrier” at the E locus and “Clear” at the K-KB locus. 
There are three potential mutations at the A Locus that can each have a different 
effect on coat color. The mutations are known as A-ay, A-at and A-a and can 
determine whether a dog is a Carrier of sable/fawn, black and tan/tricolor/tan 
points coloration or a recessive form of a solid black or bicolor coat color.

The A-a Locus mutation results in a dog that is solid black. To confirm the source 
of the black coat, this also requires testing for the K-KB Locus to determine if the 
black color is derived from the dominant K-KB mutation or the recessive A-a 
mutation. A common example of the effect of this mutation is typically seen in 
solid black German Shepherds. A-AT LOCUS (A-At-Locus)

The A Locus (agouti series) interacts closely with the E, K, and B Loci that can 
lead to a dog’s overall coat color and pattern. A Locus mutations are only expressed 
if the dog is “Clear” or “Carrier” at the E locus and “Clear” at the K-KB locus. 
There are three potential mutations at the A Locus that can each have a different 
effect on coat color. The mutations are known as A-ay, A-at and A-a and can 
determine whether a dog is a Carrier of sable/fawn, black and tan/tricolor/tan 
points coloration or a recessive form of a solid black or bicolor coat color.

The A-at gene mutation produces a coat pattern typically referred to as “tricolor” 
or “black-and-tan”. For dogs that are “Clear” at the K-KB Locus and have two 
copies of the A-at mutation or one copy of the A-at mutation and one copy of the 
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A-a mutation will express this coat pattern. This also means a dog that appears 
tricolor or black-and-tan can carry the A-a allele and would not express recessive 
black. This is due to the fact that the A-Locus alleles are expressed in a hierarchical 
manner with A-ay being dominant to and expressed over A-at and A-a. It is 
important to note that the dog’s coat color is also dependent on the dog’s 
genotypes at E, K, and B Locus among others. A-AY LOCUS (A-AY-LOCUS)

The A Locus (agouti series) interacts closely with the E, K, and B Loci that can 
lead to a dog’s overall coat color and pattern. A Locus mutations are only expressed 
if the dog is “Clear” or “Carrier” at the E locus and “Clear” at the K-KB locus. 
There are three potential mutations at the A Locus that can each have a different 
effect on coat color. The mutations are known as A-ay, A-at and A-a and can 
determine whether a dog is a Carrier of sable/fawn, black and tan/tricolor/tan 
points coloration or a recessive form of a solid black or bicolor coat color.

The A-ay gene mutation produces a coat color that can range from a light fawn to 
darker red to a sable based on variation in gene expression. For dogs that are 
“Clear” at the K-KB

Locus and have one or two copies of the A-ay mutation will always express a sable/
fawn coat color. This means a dog that appears fawn or sable can carry any of the 
other A-locus alleles (A-at, A-a or A-aw) and would not express them. The A-Locus 
alleles are expressed in a hierarchical manner with A-ay being dominant to and 
expressed over A-aw, A-at and A-a. A-aw is the next most dominant mutation 
followed by A-at and the least dominant mutation, A-a. It is important to note that 
the dog’s coat color is also dependent on the dog’s genotypes at E, K, and B Locus 
among others. B LOCUS (B-LOCUS)
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A mutation in the TYRP1 gene (B locus) is responsible for the presence of brown/
chocolate/liver color in the coats, noses and foot pads in many dog breeds. This 
coat color can sometimes be referred to as “red” in breeds such as Doberman 
Pinschers and Australian Shepherds. Three separate and distinct mutations can 
occur in the TYRP1 gene which leads to a change in the production of the black 
pigment known as eumelanin. A dog can inherit any two of the three mutations 
which dilutes the black color pigment into a brown color within the dog’s coat, 
nose and foot pads. A dog must have two copies of any of the three TYRP1 
recessive mutations (also represented as the “b” allele) to express brown/chocolate/
liver color in their coat, nose and foot pads. It’s important to note that some 
breeds have additional mutations that can lead to brown/chocolate/liver coloring 
and these mutations have yet to be identified in breeds such as French Bulldogs. It 
is also important to note that any number of B Locus mutations (1, 2 or 3) may be 
inherited on one of the two gene copies a dog inherits. The result provided by this 
test is capable of determining the presence/absence of each mutation but is unable 
to determine if those mutations reside on the same or different gene copies. In a 
case where a dog possesses two or more mutations, the result is reported as “C” or 
“At Risk/Affected” (also represented as “bb”). Whether the mutations reside on the 
same or different gene copies can be determined by looking at the color of the 
dog’s nose and foot pads. If the mutations exist on a single gene copy, the dog will 
exhibit a black nose and foot pads and can be thought of as a “B” or “Carrier/Not 
Affected” since all mutations exist in one gene copy. If the mutations reported exist 
on both gene copies, the dog will exhibit brown/chocolate/liver nose and foot pads 
and can be thought of as a “C” or “At Risk/Affected”. COAT LENGTH/FLUFFY 
LOCUS (LENGTH)

The length of a dog’s coat can vary between breeds with some breeds typically 
showing short haired coats and other breeds showing long haired coats. It has been 
determined that hair length variation is due to a mutation in the FGF5 gene that 
changes the hair follicle growth termination signal which impacts canine hair 
length. The mutation is recessive which means a dog must have two copies of the 
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mutation that will typically result in a long or fluffy coat. CURLY COAT LOCUS 
(CURL)

Hair curl is an incomplete dominant characteristic caused by a mutation in the 
KRT71 gene. Incomplete dominance refers to the fact that a dog can carry one 
copy of the gene which will result in a moderately curly (known as “wavy”) coat or 
two copies of the mutation which will result in a tightly curled coat. Dogs lacking 
the mutation will typically have

straight hair. This particular mutation can be found prevalently in some breeds that 
typically display a curly coat. The hair curl mutation can also be accompanied by 
the other mutations such as coat length and furnishings that can also contribute to 
the overall look of a dog’s coat. D LOCUS (D-LOCUS)

The MLPH gene codes for a protein called melanophilin, which is responsible for 
transporting and fixing melanin-containing cells. A mutation in this gene leads to 
improper distribution of these cells, causing a dilute coat color. This mutation is 
recessive so two copies of the mutated gene (or “d” allele) are needed to produce 
the dilute coat color. This mutation affects both Eumelanin and Pheomelanin 
pigments, so black, brown and yellow dogs are all affected by the dilution with the 
effect being more pronounced in black dogs. The mutation responsible for the 
dilution phenotype is recessive so a dog can be a carrier of the dilution gene and 
still appear to have a normal coat color. A diluted yellow dog is often referred to as 
a champagne.

It is important to note that certain breeds have exhibited an association between 
carrying two copies of the D Locus mutation and a dermatological condition called 
color dilution alopecia (CDA) or black hair follicular dysplasia (BHFD). These 
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conditions are characterized by hair loss and potential recurring skin infections. 
The effect is variable within and between breeds so not all dogs that carry two 
copies of the D Locus mutation will exhibit symptoms. It is likely that additional 
mutations or environmental factors are involved so the D Locus status of a 
particular dog can be used as a guide in determining potential disease susceptibility.

It is also important to note that a newly discovered second mutation in the MLPH 
gene (MLPH:c.705G>C) has recently been described for Chow Chows, Sloughis 
and Thai Ridgeback breeds. Although rare, this mutation can also lead to dilute 
coat color in these breeds. This newly discovered mutation will not be detected by 
the current D Locus test. FURNISHINGS- IMPROPER COAT LOCUS (FURN-
IC-LOCUS)

A mutation in the RSPO2 gene leads to a change in a dog’s coat hair length known 
as “Furnishings” which describes a wiry hair texture with increased hair growth on 
the face and legs. This mutation is associated with the presence of a canine 
moustache and long eyebrows as listed for the breed standard of certain breeds 
such as Lagotto Romagnolo, Portuguese Water Dog and Poodle crosses. Members 
of these breeds that are born without furnishings are classified as having an 
“improper coat” as defined by a failure to meet the breed standard. This mutation 
is inherited in a dominant fashion which means a dog only needs to inherit one 
copy of the mutation to develop longer facial hair. This test can be used to detect 
dogs that are carriers of a gene that lacks the furnishings mutation and can lead to 
puppies with improper coats. It is important to note that improper coat is not a 
disease and simply means the dog will have shorter facial hair which in some breeds 
is not a desirable trait as established by the breed standard.

K-KB LOCUS (K-KB-Locus)
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A mutation in K Locus (CBD103 gene) known as the K-KB allele allows 
production of black pigment (eumelanin) by preventing A Locus expression which 
would normally block production of black pigment. The naturally occurring 
version of the K Locus gene lacking a mutation normally functions to allow for A 
Locus gene expression which inhibits black pigment synthesis. The K-KB mutation 
is referred to as dominant which means only one copy of KB is required to inhibit 
A Locus gene expression and result in a black coat coloring commonly referred to 
as “Dominant Black”. Dogs with one or two copies of K-KB will not express A 
Locus coat colors (sable/fawn, tricolor, black and tan, or tan points) and their coat 
color will be solid in pigmented areas with the final coat color determined by the E 
and B Loci. Dogs that test “Clear” for the K-KB mutation allows A Locus gene 
expression and can produce puppies with sable/fawn, tricolor, or tan points 
depending on the mutations present at the A locus. M-LOCUS (MERLE)

A mutation in the SILV gene leads to the unique coat pattern known as “Merle” 
typically seen in breeds such as Australian Shepherd, Border Collie, Dachshund, 
Great Dane, Louisiana Leopard dog, Cardigan Welsh Corgi and many others. The 
Merle pattern is typically categorized as mottled patches of color on a solid or 
piebald coat. The Merle pattern can affect all solid coat colors including black (blue 
merle) and brown (red merle) coated dogs. The Merle pattern can also be described 
using different terms in different breeds such as “dapple” in Dachshunds. The 
Merle mutation can be present in various sizes which can impact expression and 
lead to various coat patterns including “Cryptic Merle” which does not display the 
Merle coat pattern even in the presence of the mutation. These dogs can appear as 
non-Merle but can still pass the Merle mutation to their offspring. The test offered 
here is intended as an affordable option to screen a dog for the presence or absence 
of the Merle mutation and does not differentiate between various Merle size 
alleles. If a dog is found to carry the Merle mutation, it is recommended that 
subsequent testing be conducted to determine the allele size of the mutation to 
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make a determination of the effect on coat color and health status. S LOCUS (S-
LOCUS)

A mutation in the MITF gene is responsible for the disruption of pigment 
production which results in white or non-pigmented areas within a dog’s coat. The 
white coat coloration that results from this mutation can be observed in a number 
of different patterns that are often referred to as piebald, particolor, extreme 
white, landseer, flowered or Blenheim. Dogs that carry one copy of the mutation 
will typically show limited white spotting across their coat while dogs that carry 
two copies of the mutation will have nearly solid white coats with limited or no 
spots of additional coloring. It is important to note that the S Locus mutation will 
not identify a pattern of white spotting known as “Irish White Spotting” which is 
due to another unknown mutation.

T LOCUS (T-LOCUS)

The T Locus mutation affects a gene involved in natural tail length development. If 
present, the mutation can disrupt the development of the dog’s tail which can 
result in a naturally short tail also known as a “bobtail”. This mutation is inherited 
in a dominant fashion which means only one copy of the mutation is required to 
produce a natural bobtail. It is important to note that a dog that inherits two 
copies of the T Locus mutation will likely not survive the development process 
which can result in reduced litter sizes.

This information was supplied from GENSOL DIAGNOSTICS, Clayton, GA 
USA
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Canine Distemper Virus – Still a Real Threat 

The recent, very serious outbreak of 
Canine Distemper Virus (CDV) in 
Northern Manitoba serves as an excellent 
reminder of the importance of vaccination 
for our pets. Distemper is rarely seen 
anymore because the vaccine is highly 
effective. However, when a naive 
population of dogs is exposed to the virus, 
the chance of a very serious outbreak is real 
due to its highly contagious nature.

What is canine distemper and how is it spread?

CDV is a virus that can infect various carnivores, including cats, dogs, foxes, 
weasels, and raccoons. Dogs are the principal reservoir host and are the likely 
reservoir for infection of wildlife. This means that we can decrease spread by 
vaccinating the dog population.

The virus is prevalent in respiratory secretions and most commonly spread via 
aerosol or droplet exposure. This means that the virus is spread by nose to nose 
contact or a dog coming in contact with another sneezing or coughing dog.

Dogs with mild cases of distemper may exhibit lethargy, decreased appetite, fever, 
coughing, difficulty breathing and nasal discharge. More severe clinical disease 
typically occurs in young dogs with inadequate immunity. Fever, runny eyes, 
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coughing, difficulty breathing, vomiting, diarrhea, straining to poop, weight loss, 
and dehydration may be noted. It can also cause neurological signs including 
seizures, rigid body, abnormal movement, circling, paralysis, tremors, twitching.

DISTEMPER IS HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS. Young, unvaccinated dogs are most 
at risk. It causes death in over 50% of animals affected. There is no treatment 
other than supporting with IV fluids etc. Most affected dogs die. If they are 
showing brain signs (seizures, twitching, difficulty walking) the chance of recovery 
is almost zero. Dogs that don't die from the disease can still spread it to other dogs 
for weeks afterwards.

What can we do to prevent disease outbreak?

Vaccination is HIGHLY effective against Distemper. 
This is a disease that veterinarians rarely see anymore 
because the vaccine is so effective. All puppies and 
dogs should be vaccinated against Distemper. Puppies 
should receive their first vaccination at 6-8 weeks and 
then at least 2 more booster vaccinations one month 
apart each. In cases where dogs or puppies are 
suspected of having Distemper, sick dogs should be 
quarantined at a veterinary clinic and treated or 
humanely euthanized to prevent suffering and to 
prevent further spread of the disease.
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What happened in Moose Lake, MB?

An outbreak of CDV occurred in the 
Northern Manitoba community of Moose 
Lake. Unfortunately, the majority of the dog 
population was unvaccinated which led to a 
very serious spread of the disease with 
multiple dogs getting sick and dying. This 
outbreak caught a lot of people off guard with 
its severity. It created a lot of questions, 
animosity and finger pointing within the dog 
community and public at large. It brought to 
light multiple areas that need to be improved 
including; communication, education, 
prevention and jurisdiction. The Provincial 
Vet Office along with several rescue groups, 
Animal Protection officers and veterinarians 
were deployed to assist the community. They were able to assess the situation and 
determined what steps were needed to control the outbreak. This was a highly 
unusual situation. It involved owned dogs, strays dogs and wildlife. It was also a 
difficult situation given the remote community involved. It is certainly a case to 
learn from and to develop a strong plan of action for the future.

This very serious outbreak is certainly an excellent reminder that CDV is still a 
real threat to our pets. Responsible pet owners should ensure that their pets are 
adequately vaccinated. Please call your veterinarian to determine what is best for 
your pets.

Dr. Keri Hudson Reykdal, DVM, BSc Honours
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10 Easy Tips To Keep Your Dog Safe This Winter 

Used with permission from www.tutoryourdog.com

I heard all of the yelling but had no idea what I was about to stumble upon.  I 
couldn’t believe my eyes, there just off the shore of the lake, a dog was struggling to 
get back on the ice.  He had been running around and fell through the ice.  Luckily 
his owner was not alone and had help to get him back to shore safely.  This could 
have been a lot worse!  If he would have been out just a bit further, the outcome 
might have been different.  Luckily for him and his family, this story had a happy 
ending.

It’s great to get out and enjoy the winter with your dog but along with the winter 
comes dangers that we don’t normally think of.  Before going out with your dog, 
take some time to read our winter safety tips for your dog so you can keep your 
furry best friend safe and happy!

Winter Safety Tips For Your Dog:

 

 1. Watch Out For Thin Ice

This is such a great concern in the winter.  Dogs love to run around and play, they 
don’t realize that when they are on ice that it could break.  When you are around a 
pond or a lake, keep your dog on a leash unless you know for sure that the ice is 
frozen solid and safe.  If your dog does happen to fall through the ice in deep water, 
do NOT go onto the ice yourself.  Ice that is not strong enough to hold the weight 
of your dog, will not be strong enough to hold you.  Call 911 right away.  Stay calm, 
if you panic your dog will panic.  Talk calmly to your dog until help arrives.
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 Whether you need bite-sized pieces for rapid clicking or a big tasty jackpot to 
reinforce a recall, you and your dog will approve of any treats KPCT carries!

        2. Stay Off Of The Ice

Even without the fear of falling through the ice, ice itself can be dangerous for us 
and our dogs.  There are times in the winter that the conditions are very icy and 
slippery.  It’s hard for us to walk and hard 
for our dogs too.  They may still want to 
run around but running on ice can be 
cause for concern.  If your dog slips on 
the ice he could seriously injure himself, 
sometimes needing surgery.  If the 
conditions are icy and you need to take 
your dog out, put him on a leash so that 
you can make sure that he doesn’t run 
and slip.

        3.  Be Careful Of Paw Pads Injuries

A very common winter injury for dogs is cut paw pads.  They can do this on hard 
crusty snow or on sharp pieces of ice.  There are paw balms that you can use if your 
dog cuts his paw pad, our favorites are Musher’s Secret Pet Paw Protection Wax  
and Happy Paws Pawsitive Fix.  Cut paw pads can be quite painful for your dog and 
hard to heel since he is walking on the cut.  To prevent cuts on your dog’s paw 
pads, using a pair of dog boots works well.  Our favorite is the PETLESO Dog 
Waterproof Boots Pet Shoes.  They fit securely on your dog’s feet, they have a good 
tread and they are waterproof.  
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   4. Keep Feet Trimmed

For coated breeds, the hair can grow 
between the toes and pads of the dog’s feet.  
When the snow is wet and packy, it will 
stick to this hair.  This can be quite 
uncomfortable for your dog when he is 
trying to run around and play.  You will see 
him laying down and trying to get the snow 
out from between his toes.  To prevent this 

from happening, keep the hair between his 
toes and on the pads of his feet trimmed short.  If he still collects snow between 
his toes, even with his feet being trimmed, dog boots will do the trick.  You will 
find that indoor flooring will also be less slippery for him if the hair on the bottom 
of his feet is kept trimmed short.

         5.  Limit Time Outside

Some dogs don’t mind the cold, they would stay out all day and play if they could.  
When the temperature and wind chill get too low, though, they run the risk of 
frost bite.  The most common areas for dogs to get frost bite is their ears, their tail 
and their toes.  When the temperatures and wind chill are bitter cold, keep your 
dog’s outdoor play sessions short.  Some medical conditions such as diabetes, heart 
disease or a condition that affects circulation could cause frost bite to set in faster, 
so be extra cautious with these dogs.

The symptoms of frost bite include the skin looking pale, a bluish color, due to 
lack of blood flow.  The area can be painful for the dog and feel very cold and 
brittle.  Once the body part is warmed up, it turns red, swells and becomes very 
painful.  If you suspect that your dog has frost bite, seek veterinarian care.
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         6.  Dress Them For The Weather

If your dog is used to being in a warm house it can 
take a while for them to get used to being outside in 
the cold.  Wearing a dog jacket and boots can help to 
keep them warm.  Our favorite cold weather dog 
jacket is the Weatherbeata Parka.  Weatherbeata 
makes horse blankets as well.  These dog jackets are 
built to keep your dog warm and they are very 
durable.  Wearing a jacket and dog boots will help to 
protect your dog from the cold and keep him warm.  

         7.  Watch Out For Antifreeze

Antifreeze is a big concern in the winter.  As little as one teaspoon of antifreeze 
can be dangerous for your dog and cause kidney failure.  Always be on the look out 
for antifreeze where cars have been parked.  Dogs can lick the ground where 
antifreeze has leaked and become very ill.  If you suspect that your dog has 
ingested antifreeze, seek veterinarian care immediately.  The signs to watch for are 
drooling, excessive thirst, panting, and a lack of energy.  They may appear to be 
drunk and can also have seizures.

         8.  Watch Out For Traps/Snares

If you are hiking, skiing or snow shoeing through the woods with your dog off 
leash, always make sure that you can see them.  If possible, stick to areas where you 
know that there are no traps and snares but even so, always be prepared!  Have a 
backpack with a pair of wire cutters on you at all times when you are in the woods.  
Being prepared could save your dog’s life!  This is not just something to be cautious 
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about in the winter.  Look up information for your local trapping seasons and stick 
to the trails, especially during trapping season.

         9.  Be Cautious Of Road Salt

Road salt is not only hard on your dog’s paws, it can also 
be harmful to them if they ingest it.  If you are out 
walking your dog on sidewalks or streets that have been 
salted, wash your dog’s paws when you get home.  Road 
salt can cause your dog’s paw pads to dry and crack 
open.  Washing your dog’s paws and applying paw balm 
will help to keep your dog’s paws from being sore.  
Another option is to wear dog boots on your dog when 
walking in salted areas.

        10.  Consider Your Dog’s Age

Very young and very old dogs can have a harder time regulating their body 
temperature.  When it’s bitter cold outside, dress your puppy or senior dog in a 
jacket to help them stay warm.  Limit their time outdoors in the cold, only potty 
breaks and short walks or play sessions outside.

When keeping these safety tips in mind, winter can be a fun time of the year.  
Check out our article, The 5 Best Winter Sports For You And Your Dog for some 
ideas of activities that  you can do with your dog this winter.  Stay safe and have 
fun!
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CNASA's Winter Aussies 

From Donna Kolaski:
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From Sylvia Swaenepoel :
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From Gina Stetsko :
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From Julie Plourde:
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From Collin & Angela: 
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From Allison Mair:
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Recipe Corner 

Winter Coconut and Cranberry Dog Treat Recipe 

Coconut and cranberries combine to make a joy homemade treat for dogs who 
have been nice this year.

Makes 24 dog cookies

Ingredients:

½ cup dried, shredded coconut (unsweetened)

1/2 cup dried cranberries (unsweetened)

1 teaspoon cinnamon

1 tablespoon vegetable or coconut oil

2 cups flour

¼ cup of peanut or almond butter

1 egg

½ cup bran

½ cup water (as needed)

Directions:

1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Line cookie sheets with parchment paper.

2. If needed, cut cranberries into small pieces (depending on size of cranberries and 
the size of the dog).
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3.  Add flour, bran, cinnamon, shredded coconut and cranberries into large bowl 
and mix well.

4. Add peanut or almond butter, egg and vegetable/coconut oil to dry ingredients. 
Combine well.

5. Slowly add water into the mix until a stiff dough forms. Add more water if 
necessary.

6. Flour countertop and roll out dough to ¼ inch thickness. Use holiday shapes to 
cut out festive cookies, and place on cookie sheet.

7. Bake for 20-25 minutes, or until golden brown. Take out of oven and let cool on 
cooling racks for 3 to 4 hours. Store in air tight bags or containers fridge or freezer.

Ontario CNASA Regional Specialty - November 2019 
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